In this paper, we introduce semiopen and semiclosed fuzzy soft sets in fuzzy soft topological spaces. Various properties of these sets are studied alongwith some characterizations. Further, we generalize the structures like interior and closure via semiopen and semiclosed fuzzy soft sets and study their various properties.
(ii) h A , k B ∈ τ ⇒ h A ∼ k B ∈ τ; (iii) {(g C ) λ | λ ∈ Λ} ⊂ τ ⇒ ∼ λ∈Λ (g C ) λ ∈ τ.
Semiopen and semiclosed fuzzy soft sets
Generalization of closed and open sets in topological spaces are of recent advances. Here, we introduce semiopen and semiclosed fuzzy soft sets and study various set theoretic properties related to these structures. The concepts of closure and interior are generalized via semiopen and semiclosed fuzzy soft sets. 
is a fuzzy soft topology on f E and ( f E , τ) is a fuzzy soft topological space.
Remark 2.3. Every open (closed) fuzzy soft set is a semiopen (semiclosed) fuzzy soft set but not conversely.

Remark 2.4.
∼ Φ E and f E are always semiclosed and semiopen.
Remark 2.5. Every clopen set is both semiclosed and semiopen.
From now onwards, we shall denote the family of all semiopen fuzzy soft sets (semiclosed fuzzy soft sets) of a fuzzy soft topological space ( f E , τ) by S OFS S ( f E ) (S CFS S ( f E )).
Theorem 2.6. Arbitrary union of semiopen fuzzy soft sets is a semiopen fuzzy soft set.
Proof. Let {(g A ) λ | λ ∈ Λ} be a collection of semiopen fuzzy soft sets of a fuzzy soft topological space ( [13] but it doesn't hold in fuzzy setting [7] . Further it should be noted that the closure of a fuzzy open set, is a fuzzy semiopen set and the interior of a fuzzy closed set is a fuzzy semiclosed set.
Theorem 2.10. If a semiclosed fuzzy soft set m A is such that int(m A )
Following two theorems characterize semiopen and semiclosed fuzzy soft sets.
Theorem 2.11. A fuzzy soft set g A ∈ S OFS S ( f E ) ⇔ for every fuzzy soft point e g
Proof. Take h A = g A , this shows that the condition is necessary. f ssclg A is the smallest semiclosed fuzzy soft set containing g A and f ssintg A is the largest semiopen fuzzy soft set contained in g A . Theorem 2.14. Let ( f E , τ) be a fuzzy soft topological space and g A and k A be two fuzzy soft sets over U, then
By the property of interior we then have int(cl(g
vii. f sscl
viii. f ssint
Proof. Let g A and k A be two fuzzy soft sets over U.
i. Let g A be a semiclosed fuzzy soft set. Then it is the smallest semiclosed set containing itself and hence
On the other hand, let g A = f ssclg A and f ssclg A ∈ S CFS S ( f E ) ⇒ g A ∈ S CFS S ( f E ).
ii. Similar to (i).
iii. vii. Since ∼ Φ E and f E are semiclosed fuzzy soft sets so f sscl
viii. Since ∼ Φ E and f E are semiopen fuzzy soft sets so f ssint 
Remark 2.15. If g A is semiopen fuzzy soft (semiclosed fuzzy soft) set, then int(g A ), fssint(g A ) (fsscl(g A ) and cl(g A ))
are semiopen fuzzy soft (semiclosed fuzzy soft) set.
